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Bluetooth 5.0 Portable Design3W Speaker

TECHNICAL SPECIFCATIONS :

www.portronics.com

1,499/-`
MRP

1 YEAR
WARRANTY

Package Contents : Portable Bluetooth Speaker, Charging Cable, User Manual

Model : Pixel 2

Product Code : POR 1518 (Black), POR 1519 (Red), POR 1520 (Blue)

Power Output : 3W

Bluetooth Version : 5.0 

Wireless Range : 10M

3W Portable Speaker

Missing The Retro “GOLD” Era Speakers: The age of the radio box was a 

golden one and definitely makes us nostalgic. Those radio boxes were not 

only unique but also were a constant source of entertainment. And if you ever 

owned a Walkman you surely might be missing the hi-res audio!

Turn The KNOB On, Let Nostalgia Unwind: You can be a music hoarder and be 

in possession of MP3 files of music that you loved and wish to play again on a 

Walkman maybe! In this era of smartphones, smart audio devices, a good old’ 

audio player is such a relief. What’s more, Pixel 2 comes with a retro knob that 

has extremely precise volume control and literally pushes ON nostalgia!

Plug Into (AUX) And Turn Into An MP3 Player: The wireless bluetooth speaker 

has a dedicated AUX In port that can turn the speaker into a portable MP3 

player. You can plug the jack of your headphones or earphones and get 

grooving!

Bluetooth Enabled For Wide Compatibility: Pixel is bluetooth enhanced and 

works within maximum coverage of the source device. You can connect the 

wireless speaker to your bluetooth device for a seamless listening experience.

Power Efficient Design: The compact size of the bluetooth wireless speaker 

invests well in energy efficiency and not only that once left in standby, it shuts 

itself off! This feature allows the battery to guard itself from charge loss and 

overheating.

Micro SD Card For Controlled Playback: Have you hoarded on old tracks or 

just any audio track that is usually not available on online music streaming 

platforms? Then, here’s your perfect chance to play them all without having to 

worry about losing out on them!

Extremely Portable Design: You can literally carry this beauty anywhere you 

want to. Literally fits in a pocket and makes for an extremely portable 

companion. The bluetooth speaker will be with you regardless where you are!

Vibrant Colours For A Vibrant You: The bluetooth speaker comes in three 

different colours, that you can choose from, which are red, blue and black. The 

cute little speaker suits your persone, anywhere you take it along


